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Several years ago, a Quantum Physicist, Dr.

Ronald Jones, and his team discovered energy

frequencies in Mark’s music that harmonized the

flow of energy in the body and the brain resulting

in an "instant increase" of strength, heightened

consciousness and the reduction of stress.  

Since then, Mark's Harmonic Alignment

Technology has helped thousands discover the

essence of living beyond their expectations and

tap into their innate ability to compose the life of

their dreams!

Motivational Speaker
Master Sound Healer

Heal Your Life At The

Speed Of Sound

SIGNATURE TOPIC

This talk helps listeners to discover
their innate ability to transcend any
seeming challenge and revitalize their
health and well-being, so they can
participate fully in life, deepen their
connect with those they love, and fully
actualize their wildest dreams.  



www.markromeromusic.com/speaking

FEEDBACK

ATTENDEES WILL
DISCOVER:

How thoughts, beliefs and

perceptions that they've encoded

into their operating system are

limiting their expression;

How to integrate new beliefs that

are in alignment with who they

really are;

How music, tone and vibration

can lift them above those

disrupters, freeing them to reveal

the masterpiece within.

The 3 essential steps that they

need to take to heal their life,

move past obstacles and unlock

their innate power to consciously

compose the life of their dreams.

Mark’s music is what we call

‘organizing music’. When we look at

what Mark’s music does to the

physical body, we see an increase

in flexibility, strength, coordination,

endurance and balance. The music

also keeps people in a coherent

state when exposed to

Electromagnetic Fields from cell

phones and other electronic

devices.

Dr. Ronald Jones, Ph.D.

In the sixth century, the famous

Greek scientist, Pythagoras,

believed that the movement of the

stars and planets were explained by

musical harmonics and vibrations.

Mark is the modern Pythagoras who

brings musical vibrations to inspire

people and organizations!

Ralph Kilmann


